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SCOTCH AND WHAT?
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Richard s. Hait

The title of this paper is "scotch and what?"--or __
..!!1!Y they may run out of water".
"What's that little son of a bitch looking for, a

' ck i n the head?"

They were talking about Joe Mondragon, the lead
ar acter in a recent volume about water and water rights
t he west. Called the Milagro Beanfield War, by John
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Nichols, the setting is New Mexico in the 1970's---it is
a simple story of how a very small Hispanic community
becomes aroused and forces major financial interests, and
ultimately the governor, to back off on a major
development planned near their little village.
The tale i s probably not worth the 500 pages
required to tell it, of Joe Mondragon, whose poor, dried
out farm is bordered by an aqueduct carrying water
downstream, and how he illegally diverts that water to
irrigate his small beanfield.
Everyone knows he has
broken the law which control s how that water should be
used.
His act of frustra t i on transforms a passive
village into a militant force that brings to a stop the
plans of a powerful developer.
The book, which Robert Redford made into a film, is
a likely metaphor for the worst dreams of the governors
of at least 7 western states served by the Colorado River
and its tribut aries.
They are the ones faced with
solving a problem which their predecessors have let grow
to humongous proportions .
As work on this paper progressed, it seemed as if
everyone in the country was sounding alarm about the
water shortages in the Colorado River. This past summer,
Time Magazine called it "America's most endangered
river"; and a just a month earlier, National Geographic
called it a "River Drained Dry". Over at the New Museum
Center, the Omnimax theater has just completed its
showing of a film which t akes one right into the driving
force of the Colorado as it charges through the Grand
Canyon.
Well, it is a fact that the Colorado is drained so
dry that it is scarcely a trickle as it struggles to
empty into the Sea of Cortez. But this has been true for
many years .
Another fact is that during these past
several years there has been a drought which has put the
system to
. the
. test. However, it is the future , and the
uncertaln lmpact of continued growth on fixed water
supplies, which is the major cause for concern.
The actual steps of development in the entire River
basin have been underway for a remarkably short time--it
has taken less than 100 years for man, in effect, to
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1
of the Colorado; and, during
over-commit, the total ~ o~he fragile society that relies
that same t:Lme, to crea e
so completely on its water.
examine
some
of
the
to
we
wan t
.
t'
TOn •~ght,
led to this sltua 10n a nd
contradictory steps that ha~e might all shake out in the
also take a look at where th:LS
years ahead.
,
b ' f look at how different the Colorado
F1rst, a r1e
hite man
river of today is from that time before man :- w
,
in particular -- started messing around wlth nature s
creation.

When the talk is about rivers, it usually starts
with statistics comparing one river to another.
The Colorado would not be classed with the great
ri vers of the world by any normal measure.
The two
longest, the Nile and the Amazon, are each about 4000
miles in length--the Colorado totals eleven hundred miles
when counting from the headwaters of the Green River in
northern wyoming. Of greater meaning for our discussion
is the flow--what is the volume of water in the river.
Here, too, the Colorado is no giant--- the Columbia
River, which empties into the Pacific Ocean from its
headwaters in Canada, has 12 times the f low of the
Colorado -- the Mississippi, 33 times.
What IS distinct about the Colorado is that it was
n<;>t a major, av~nue for the development of the country
l1ke the Ohl~ R1ver, for example; it was not even fully
explored untll almost 100 years after Cincinnati was
founded.
It was, in fact, a barrier to exploration.
Contrary to nearly every major river in the world there
is no large city or port on the Colorado.
The largest
city has scarcely 50,000 population.
What is even more notable today is the total claim
on the water of the river.
It is literally the life
stream of the seven basin states -- they are somewhat
like seven children with a giant ice cream soda, each
wi th straws, all sucking out their portion, ready to
pinch off the straw of anyone taking more than his share.
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. It was not until after the Civil War, in 1869, that
MaJor John Wesley Powell, led 15 men in three boats on
his famous journey down the Green and Colorado Rivers.
Though Mormons had farmed parts of the valley earlier,
and Indians before them, Powell's trip was the first to
open up the ent ire basin.
His lucid, almost poetic,
report of his astonishing v enture caught the interest of
the entire country.
Over 300 years earlier in 1540, the first Europeans
ventured into t he Colorado basin, and in fact provided
its name, which co es from the huge amount of reddish
silt found in s o
c of the river.
Just a few years
after
cortez
had
conquered
Mexico,
the
Spanish
Conquistador -- Coronado -- was sent north to the New
Mexico, seeki ng
e hi storic 7 cities of Cibola.
He
found no riches ,
t one of his lieutenants did discover
the Grand Canyon s e i les to the west. The report: a
mighty depress ion, hich proved to be impassible to his
exploration tean j at the bottom they reported a small
river which they estimated to be about 5 feet wide. They
were not the last to be deceived by the vastness of the
region--they had no idea the canyon was a mile high - nor
that the river vas as much as 80 feet deep in places.
I

130 mil lion years before that, there was formed one
of the largest concentrations of Dinosaur remains along
the upper reaches of the Colorado basin, about where the
states of utah and Colorado meet. Close analysis by the
original excavating team, which was funded by Andrew
Carniegie, s uggests that the river, as it then existed,
may have actually created the huge deposits. At one time
it was thought that there had been a remarkable community
of Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus, Anbrodemus and so on, all
living more or less together.
But closer analysis
suggests that these remains were brought together because
the rushing river, then much larger than today, had swept
them along from vari ous distant spots upstream, finally
to deposit them into the large graveyard which is now
Dinosaur National Monument in eastern utah.
And to carry this history line back one step
further, there are the ancient« ancient geologica 1 cliffs
which Coronado'S men found carved by the River. Join me
and a few companions as we hike 10 miles down from the
South Rim of the Grand Canyon in 100 degree heat. It is
distinctly unsettling to realize you are plunging (if our
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s low, trudging hike can be called a plunge)-- through
t ime until we find rock layers revealed by the river
which are over 300 hundred million years old. You float
out of the Canyon over the famous Lava Falls -- called
t he fastest navigable water in the world.
You drift
t hrough Vishnu Schist formations over 1.7 billion years
o ld, possibly placed there by shifting techtonic plates
a s the continent was being formed. Can this be so? The
r iver has taken us back almost to the beginning of time
on this planet.
We interrupted Major Powell as he was setting off on
his exploratory trip, which started in Wyoming on the
Green River, one of the Colorado's major tributaries.
These headwaters are high in the Wind River range which
is bisected by the continental Divide. You may know the
Continental Divide game, played for years by boys of all
ages. That's when they straddle the very dividing line
of water drainage, as they urinate, swinging the stream
in a wide 180 degree arc and glowing in the knowledge
that half is going to the Gulf of Mexi co and the Atlantic
Ocean -- and the other half to the Pacific Ocean.
My
sons tel l me it gives one a great feeling of his own
destiny.
Powell's trip was not only an inspiring moment in
the exploration of the West; it was also a welldocumented scientific record of what he found.
Powell
was a genu i ne scientist who, in preparation, had first
floated the full length of the Mississippi River.
He
emerged as not only an explorer but as a prophet of sort
being the first to anticipate the impact man would hav~
on the river.
"You are piling up" he said, "a heritage of conflict
and litigation of water rights. There is not sUfficient
water to supply the land."
Powell's voyage through the entire Basin was a truly
remarkable feat, particularly when we know he had only
o~e . arm, the other having been lost in battle during the
C~v~l War.
I might digress with a story about the one armed man
wh~ plays Powell in the Omnimax film mentioned earlier
Th~s fellow works in Phoenix, Arizona for a friend of
mine.
Our Powell character apparently likes alcohol ,
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especially beer. But hen approached by the producer to
play the role, he as h esitant and i~iti~lll ~e:u~~d
$5 000.
A counter offer was made WhlCh l.nc u e
e
$5' 000 and all the beer be could drink. "All the beer I
ca~ drink?" came t he
zed answer. He took the role.
About the time o£ Po ell's river trip, the civil War
had ended and sett l
t of the West was growing sharply,
The railroads wer e reaching the Coast, and the wonderful
weather, with low ra ' all, was attracting thousands to
Southern California.
The well kno
esert climate of the southwest--as
little as 2 inches of rain per year falls in parts of
Arizona--had alway s focus ed attention on the River. The
first major users ere fa rmers, who today account for
over 80% of all bas ' water. We cannot, as some believe,
blame water shortages in Los Angeles on hippies washing
their cars or t oo
ch toilet flushing.
As early as
898 , California's thirst for water
caused enterpr is ' 9 f armers to build a canal from the
colorado River ,
. ch followed the easiest route from
Mexico over into
e Imperial Valley of California. This
removed the o nly recain ing obstacle to growth in this dry
land, and the pop l ation exploded.
The River vas erratic.
There would be seasons of
severe floods followe d by periods of extensive drought.
In addition ,
a growing coalition of farmers and
developers had little confidence that the Mexican source
was reliable.
It l eft them vulnerable to interruptions
of water del ivery over which they had little control.
A scheme soon developed, egged on by the newly
created Bureau of Reclamation, to create a canal within
u.s. borders , later to be called the All American canal'
and, as well, a giant protecting dam--the Hoover Dam-~
which would provide power, store water and guard against
floods.
The push was on for California to expand its
water use--rapidly.
These steps by California began to alarm the other
l?asin states: rr:o understand why, we must look at the
abl.dlng legal prl.ncl.ples which guides use of most western
water. It goes back to before the turn of the century.
si~
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As the EASTERN part of the us developed, the legal
control of rivers rested on an English principle, called
riparian rights. oversimplified, it holds that rights to
water in a river or lake belong to the owners of the land
touched by the water.
In the west, a different concept emerged, based
largely on practices begun in California during the Gold
Rush. Called the doctrine of prior rights, it holds that
the first user of the water had prior rights in
perpetuity to that amount of water he was usi~g,
regardless of where he was in the river's flow. Tha t 1.S,
you might have prior rights at the mouth of the river
over another user 500 miles up stream.
So when the developers and farmers of southern
califor~ia started making increased noise about canals
and dams to capture greater quantities of river water,
the 6 basin states upstream got mighty worried about
their future water supplies.
And thus was formed the Colorado River Compact in
1922, a pivotal step in bringing order to future
development of the basin.
In the compact agreement, the states adopted a
simple formula to allocate water use.
The basin is
divided into upper and lower segments, with the dividing
line at Lees Ferry, just above the Grand Canyon.
The
four upper states (ColoradO, Wyoming, utah and New
Mexico) were allocated 7.5 million acre feet. The lower
3 states, Nevada, Arizona and California, received a like
amount, a total of 15 million acre feet per year.
An
acre foot is just what you might think:
the water
required to fill an acre to one foot depth--said another
way, about the water needs of an average family for a
year.
within each basin, the states would later fight
out how to allocate their shares.
The arguments between Arizona and California were
the most bitter of any. Arizona opposed the Hoover Dam
believing it would result in large farms in Mexico which
would attract ,hoards of Chinese workers, the yellow peril
th 7y called l.t.
As another point of contention the
Ar1.~Ona ~overnor c~lled, out his National Guard to' stop
Cc;t l l:f<;>rn1.a from d1. vert1.ng water.
A contingent of 5
m1.l1.t1.a plus a cook ended up using a ferry boat for its
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mission, and came to be called the Ari~ona Navy, a
national joke. But
ter arguments are ser10ustb~S1ness
in the west. The a ocation between the two s a es was
finally settled by
S Supreme Court.
os t of the immediate conflicts
The Compact quiehad
serious shortcomings. The
among the states .
~
asleep,
or had bad information .
farmers either were
ca
I
them
major misjudgments.
TO be generous, let
The greatest
overestimated t he
more about the
realized that, over
they thought- - over
years this has be
their full wat er

gment was that they severely
ge water flow. When they learned
term history of drought, they
, there would be less water than
il lion acre feet less. But for
because no state was using

Another ma o
e rsight was the Indians.
Nobody
allocated any
directly to the Indian nations which
certainly h ad r · r rights over most all other users.
The Native Amer ·
got themselves some good lawyers who
ultimately a
. ed a Supreme Court decision which
affirmed these r i ghts for some tribes" The full impact
is not yet c ear , but more water to the Indians will mean
others wi ll receive less. One possibility, of course, is
that the Ind i ans wi ll decide to sell some of their rights
and pocket
e oney.
still another oversight involved Mexico.
The
Compact t ook 0 notice of Mexican rights to river water,
though the river fl ows right through Mexico on its way to
the sea .
Mexico t hreatened to take the issue to the
World Court where they probably would have won, so the us
congress concluded that a firm 1.5 million acre feet
should go to exico.
And we have just seen that the
riverflow was alrea dy overcommitted.
On top of all this, still another problem emerged.
The water going to Mexico was becoming more and more
saleen. The Me xi can agreement guaranteed water quality
but noth i ng was said about the QUALITY of the water.
the quality, in the form of salinity, was becoming
unacceptable.
This was l argely because of extensive
irrigation.
As water drains back into a river after
being used for irrigation, its saline content increases
dramatically, caused by minerals which are leached from

And
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the soil. Way upstream in Green River Wyoming, (not far
from one of Joe stern's favorite fishing spots) salinity
measures only 300 milligrams per liter; but, by the time
the river enters Mexico it is over 4000, too concentrated
to grow many crops.
The salinity problem had to be dealt with.
Back
through history, we know salinity has nearly destroyed
other rivers like the Tigris/Euphrates valley in lower
Iraq.
So the U. S. Congress then had to author i z e a
massi ve plant near the Mexican border to reduce the
ground salts in the river--that is to desalinate.
It
will go into full operation in 1992.
Cost--- over 260
million dollars and operations will require the energy
used by a city of 25,000 people.
For the long run,
excess salinity may prove the single biggest problem in
the lower basin.
These problems would only become more complex as
development grew.
Hoover Dam built in the mid-1930's was the first
major river plU~, as it's called. At the time, it was
the largest single project ever undertaken by the federal
government. Built by the Bureau of Reclamation, it now
is part of a gigantic network of water management, flood
control and power generation managed by the Bureau
throughout the West which includes 333 reservoirs, 345
diversion darns, 14000 miles of canals, and 50 power
plants.
As expansion continued into the 50's, it ran into
the rising tide of conservationists, with far greater
concern for the environment than for water. A series of
m~jor ste~s demonstrate how the needs for water conflict
w~th growlng worry about preserving natural habitat.

The, first c?nflict focused on a dam planned on ~he
Gr~7n Rlver WhlCh would have flooded the Dinosaur
Na lon~l 1>lc:lnurne,nt. A cascade of p~otest was generated
led,prlmarlly by the Sierra ClUb.
A new coalition of
~nvlronmental,groups formed and put so much pressure on
ongress --mall was running 80 to 1 against the dam--that
plans were shelved. It was the first such haltin
f
western dam, a landmark event.
goa
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step number two--Although strongly opposed by the
Sierra Club and others, Glen Canyon Dam was buil t
upstream from Grand canyon, creating Lake Powell, 20 0
miles long.
Tho
its original purpose was water
storage and intercep ion of silt headed for Lake Mead ,
ydropower to a wide network o f
Glen canyon provi es
Western cities. I
become integral to the growth o f
the area. But it f
ed for all time the natural beauty
of Glen Canyon, a c_
second to Grand Canyon for sceni c
wonder.
And i t a
as impacted different species o f
fish:
rainbow
are fl ourishing in the cold water
from the dam; bu
e o t her hand, humpback chubb i s
becoming an end
spec i es because of the impact o n
its habitat do·~'~~O
e dry Arizona desperately needed t o
get its share
ex water transported to its major
cities of Phoenix
c son. They had been surviving b y
dangerously dra
own ground water to the point that
giant fissure s
the earth were being created a s
subterranean s
°es were depleted.
So, with major
federal help ,
. ant water-moving system of canals ,
tunnels and po·~o,~"
pumps has been created costing over
three bil lion
ar s.
Called the Central Arizona
Pr oject, it p
wat er up a total of 2900 vertical feet
(that's over a
a mile) and creates a river 335 miles
long, wind ing past Phoenix, all the way to Tucson.

0=

Number fo -- Fearing a threat to its own supplies,
California stro gly resisted the Arizona project --so, i n
exchange, Ca liforn i a got senior rights over that water,
about 1. 5 mi llion a cre feet. This means that if there is
a severe dro ght, California will receive its full water
allocation before the Arizona project gets any. Think of
how that will play out if the day every comes.
Today,
the Arizona politicians who engineered the deal see the
project c ompleted and pumping water. Where will they-be
if they a re hit by a severe drought?
Item fiv e--in order to provide power to the Central
Arizona Pr o j ect, two new dams were proposed, one above
and one b el ow the Grand Canyon.
After major protests,
plans for t he dams were dropped and a giant coal-burning
power plant was built on the shores of pristene Lake
Powell. In effect, to preser ve the natural river through
the Grand Canyon , we t raded clean hydropower for one
using fossil fue l , wh ich then ---step number six--
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required opening new strip mines
supply the coal.

on Navajo

lands

to

You might then anticipate step seven--the new power
plant is now pouring 300 tons of pollutants per day into
the air. These emissions have reduced visibility in the
parks around Grand Canyon to the point that a new
expensive scrubber system has just been announced by our
environmental President, George Bush.
I

And number eight--During hot summer days, demand for
electric power jumps sharply in the power grid served by
Glen Canyon dam.
Both coal and hydropower serve this
area, but hydro can respond much more efficiently to
short term power peaking.
So, Glen Canyon Dam meets
these needs by giant releases of water. This, in turn,
creates miniature tides through Grand Canyon, which cause
the river height to change as much as 13 feet within as
little as twelve hours. Major damage to the ecology of
the river banks and beaches may be the result of these
surges.
This has triggered an extensive environmental
impact study which is now underway.
There are probably ten more episodes in this
sometimes comic/sometimes tragic situation. It could be
the subject of a Johnny Carson monologue--and, as is his
habit, he might have ended by unfairly blaming the whole
thing on Dan Quayle.
It makes one ask ---who's in
charge? The answer may be --nobody.
Some of you may be fans of the writer John McPhee.
In the late 1960's, he attempted to present both sides of
the debate over using or preserving the natural
environmental.
He chose David Brower, leader of the
Sierra Club, as the environmental protagonist and, to
make the argument for dams, Floyd Dominy, head of the
Bureau of Reclamation. He talked them into arguing their
views while taking a raft trip together through the Grand
Canyon--and McPhee rode along.
Dominy is not your typical bureaucrat --his
commitment to reclamation was intense. "Unregulated, he
said, "the Colorado River wouldn I t be worth a good
goddamn to anybody.
It was either in flood or a
trickle." And when the Administration failed to support
one of his pet projects Dominy's response was "My
Secretary turned chicken shit on me".
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As a counterpoint, Brower was a logical choice. His
contempt for dam builders in the Bureau was not disguised
--he likened them to beavers, neither of which, he said,
could stand the sound of running water.
Brower had led the Sierra Club in its fight at
Dinosaur Monument; more than anyone, he is given credit
for stopping that dam and for energizing all the groups
who joined in the effort.
And he also stopped the two
new dams planned to bracket the Grand Canyon. He pulled
no punches. One of dams would indeed have backed water
into the bottom of the Canyon, actually covering Lava
Falls, though by no
eans filling the entire canyon.
Brower's ads were hardhitting, and emotional.
One
headline read "Save Grand Canyon from being flooded.
Should we flood the sistine Chapel so tourists can get
nearer the ceiling?" The ads worked!
Brower's hatred of development ran deep and was
transmitted to legions of supporters.
McPhee captures
the essence of these feelings:
"Conservation ists believe there is something special
about a dam that is disproportionately and metaphysically
sinister. The outermost circle of the Devil's world, he
says, seems to be a oat filled mainly with DDT. Next to
it is a moat of burning gasoline. within that is a ring
of pinheads each covered with a million people--and so on
past phalanxed bulldozers and bicuspid chain saws into
the absolute center of hell on earth, where stands a
dam. "
Brower opposed Lake Powell, calling it a dragstrip
for power boats.
This may be partially true, but the
lake now attracts over 3 million people annually, largest
for any US park in the west .
Hundreds of thousands, of course, view the Grand
Canyon each year.
But less than 20,000 per year float
and hike it. EVen this traffic has created environmental
problems. 10 years ago, more and more people were taking
raft trips and creating a distinct problem. The Canyon
smelled--people complained of camp sites with odors like
giant
kitty
sand
boxes;
in
response,
stringent
regulations
were
instituted
which
required
that
everything be taken out--meaning ALL waste. Rafters are
instructed to urinate on wet sand (which the river
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flushes) and to "dump snow on the mountain", rafter
language for a neutralizing can of lime.
The separate
boat carrying this waste is nicknamed T-O-B, for turds on
board.
Many of the steps we have just reviewed have been
guided by a number of agreements between the states, by
the 1922 Compact, by federal legislation, and by supreme
court decisions. They trace back over 100 years and are
commonly referred to as the Law of the River.
The law of the river evolved as the seven states
struggled with how they would share the limited waters of
the River.
It is what has to change if there are to be
any modifications in future allocations of water among
the states.
We noted earlier that the 1922 compact is based on
the underlying legal principles of prior use--or in the
vernacular "first in time, first in right".
With only
minor modifications, the compact is still in effect
today.
Though the compact is essentially an agreement
between the Seven States, the Federal government is very
much a part of making it work.
The Feds presided over the meetings which formed the
Compact; the US Department of Interior exercises control
of water allocations, albeit with state agreement; the
entire network of dams and reservoirs has been built by
the Bureau of Reclamation; the agreements with Mexico
were of necessity Federal action; and the US Supreme
Court ultimately decided how California and Arizona would
share water.
All this is very interesting when one reviews the
remarkable exchange of letters between the Governors of
Colorado and California just this past spring of 1991.
The governors know that trouble is ahead for states
which rely on the Colorado River for water, but, as in
the past, they have not been able to come to grips with
hoW best to modify the basic elements of the 70 year old
agreement. The Compact was to have been a major item on
the 7 governor conference this fall, right about now, but
because their water ministers have not yet agreed on
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appropriate steps, the Governors have once again delayed
joining the issue.
You will see why h en y ou hear these excepts from
the exchange of letters just this past spring:
Governor of Ca lifornia, Pete Wilson: "I have formed
a drought action teac to d eal with extreme drought in
California. Expeditious acti on by the Basin states, and
the Dept. of Inter ior, i s n eeded to assure California
will receive 1.3 million acre feet from the Colorado
River i n 1991.
We
ill t hen be able to focus on
resolving the long-t
issues.
End quote.
In order
words, give us the water now and then we'll talk.
From the Governor of Colorado, Roy Romer:
"The
water will be ava ilab e in 1991, but--- repayment of any
overuse will be required by 1994 if the lower basin
states consume more tha n (their allocated) 7.5 million
acre feet." He's saying , drought or no drought, Colorado
is not relinquishing its long term right to the water.
Another fr a Romer of Colorado:
"I am willing to
move quickly t o assure California gets a full supply of
water.
"At t he same time", he counters, "I need your
assurance that Ca i fornia is committed to resal ve the
longer term issues ."
Romer then outlines several
procedures he wants to follow. "We must address these at
the state level -, he says.
"The states must remain in
control of d eciding the destiny of using the water under
the Law of The River." He goes on "Any agreement will be
within the current legal framework under the Law of the
River."
And t his final point from Romer: "Discussions will
identify how , and when, California will bring its
consumption d own to the 4.4 million acre feet allocated
under the Law of the River."
What see ms to be going on here is that the other six
states are damn worried that California may never get its
requirements for water down to its quota; and that it may
well seek relief OUTSIDE the Law of the River, probably
in washington.
They are well aware, for example, that
wi th the new apportionment of seats in the House of
Representatives California adds seven seats, giving it a
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total of 52. That is over twice the 21 seats of all the
remaining basin states.
The recent
So--how bad is the situation today?
drought has, indeed, forced some short term changes in
water usage, including restrictions in a number of
California cities.
Lake Powell is down about 70 feet from its peak.
The wisdom of using dams to store water is certainly
being proven.
The total capacity of the principal
reservoirs , Lake Mead and Lake Powell, equals more
than
,
,
three years of river flow.
Because of these glgantlc
savings banks it has been possible to maintain water
withdrawals, although they are taking out more water than
rain and snow is replacing.
The total of all basin states are still not using
their full allotments of water. The Upper basin's quota
has been adjusted to realism and is now reduced to 6.0
from the original 7.S million acre feet. But they have
yet to take over 4. The Lower Basin is where the problem
exists.
Next year, the full draw down of Arizona's
central Project will cut in --- Arizona should take its
full share for the first time --- and California, of
course, has yet to live within its quota.
There is some optimism for short term relief. The
volcano eruption in the Philipines may be generating
moister weather patterns. Already this fall, the western
mountains have had huge, early snowfalls which give
promise the drought may be abating.
If the drought is
ending, and if the reservoirs refill, it is possible the
states can keep dodging this bullet for a number of
years.
But long term, some significant steps will be
needed.
So what do the soothsayers predict? I found one
not way back in the mountains with a flowing robe and ~
long grey beard, but in Phoenix, Arizona with a fax
machine and a computer.
Herewi th a few of his brave
predictions:
,First, he says, less water will be wasted. The old
warnlngs were---that water is more precious than gold.
They may not prove true, but current water prices are too
low and will go up---this is already happening.
Golf
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courses and municipa l p ark lawns will be watered only
with waste water -- private lawns perhaps not at all.
The vast system of a quaducts and canals will be paved to
reduce leakage into the s oil.
The huge evaporation
losses from reservo irs will be cut by improved surfactant
technology--P&G had an early version 20 years ago.
Next, the greatest savings will come from better
management by the farmers, who use over 80% of the water.
Improved irrigation will save much water.
Flooding of
fields will stop. Farmers wi ll turn to technology--such
as neutron probes and infra red thermometers. The probes
give precise measures of hen plant roots need water and
the thermometers detect h eat stress in the blade
structure of thirsty plants.
Lasers will guide giant
leveling machines wh ich remove unevenness in fields,
reducing water requirements. And genetic engineering is
already creating crops which t hrive in saline soil, and
which require less moi s ture.
Prices, he says, f or strawberries and lettuce and a
host of other crops from California will rise. And with
higher costs for hay, less beef cattle will be raised in
the lower basin.
certain crops which require heavy
irrigation, like rice , wil l be grown elsewhere.
Shifting to politics, my friend with the fax machine
says The Law of the River wi ll be modified. As will the
doctrine of prior rights, e aning the fast growing states
of Arizona and Cali fornia will get a larger share of the
water.
He is doubtful that the state governors can
settle much--the major decisions will be made in
Washington, forced by the large California delegation.
However, expecting solutions to come from the Federal
Government can't be good n ews.
As we have seen, they
seem to be part o f the problem.
Perhaps some kind of
River Authority, possibly modeled after the space agency
NASA, will emerge to seek solutions for the future.
My friend f orecasts that augmentation will become a
new buzz word.
Thi s is a term used by western water
experts to descr ibe inc r eases in total water supplies in
the Basin.
Most promising is desalinization of ocean
water, already underway in a few California towns, which
will grow because raw water prices will rise closer to
desalinated prices.
And the science of desalinization
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will make great strides, based on experience
Persian Gulf and elsewhere.

in the

There are proven snow management techniques which
could increase flows by 1-2 million acre feet.
Seeding
snow clouds, triggering avalanches to reduce snow
evaporation and the selective clearcuttinq of alpine
forests to improve moisture yields--all are proven
techniques. However, it is here where the balkanization
of the basin becomes apparent--that is, will the citizens
of Colorado and Wyoming put up with all this so people in
Tucson or San Diego can fill their swimming pools? That
major study of snow management was called the Colorado
River Augmentation Project and carried the acronym C-R-AP or CRAP, which is what many people in the Mountains
think about the whole idea.
My man from Phoenix also believes an old concept
will be reopened, the ultimate augmentation step. Water
may someday be diverted from a river northern source such
as the giant Columbia river, either with a trench through
the mountains or a pipeline in the Pacific Ocean. This
wa~ seriously considered 15 years ago.
At the right
pr1ce to the Northern states and Canada it could become
as viable as selling natural gas from ~tate to state.
~d finally we go back to the war in the Milagrow
Beanf1eld ~nd Joe Madragon. My Arizona prophet sees more
protests 11ke that one as inevitable.
Some farmer or
group of ~armers, is going to watch water going by their
~a~ched f1elds to someone else and say -- "to hell with
1~.
And take water to which they don't have Ie g al
r1ghts. As John Gunther said, "Touch water in the w t
and you touch everything".
es

Ever since major water ~rojects began, there has
been a sort of underlying phllosophy which has guided
much of the development of the Colorado basin. Someone
has put it thus:
in it':~~~agem:~t ~f water is sometimes advanced as an end
philosophy thatO~~~~r!r~~i:tsb~sic tenet of occide~tal
strong and pervasive view of mO serve man, ,there 1S a
t
an as a man1pulator of
na ure.
!t reflects the concept that an uncontrolled
resource 1S a wasted resource and that 'f
't
~
man has the
cap~cl y to control and completely utilize the waters of
a rlver, he should do so," it concludes.
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What has to be asked
man truly has the capacity
of his efforts to control
in the Colorado Bas in that

in the years ahead is whether
to respond to the full impact
the waters. As we have seen,
question still is unanswered.

NOW, all o f us

ight say that back here in the Ohio
Valley we have many problems, but the good old ohio River
is not one of them.
But let me reaind you of a brief incident here in
cincinnati about 2 0 year s ago. A number of citizens were
gathered at the o ld etherland Hilton ballroom to discuss
something or other.
One of the speakers was the then
City Manager, I be lieve Bi ll Donaldson.
Just prior to
his speech, Dona ldso
earned of a major spill of carbontetra-chloride a t a p ant upstream in West Virginia. "Do
not worry," he assured u s, "we are tracking the spill
carefully and when · t r eaches cincinnati the water
department will s · p y close down its intake pipes and
let the spill dr if- on b y .
So, he reassured us, no
problem with the ater. He raised his water glass in a
toast. Drink up , e urge d, and we did.
The next morni
e l earned in the Enquirer that the
spill had arrived
earlier than expected ---and had
in fact already b ee
cked into the city's water system.
After purificati on , . wa s ok--there was no threat to the
health of our sta l
citizens.
But it does finally
remind us that e ven ere, when you touch water, you touch
nearly everything.
I think I' ll drink to that.
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Thank you.

